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To Whom the Bell Tolls: 
 
A request for an audience to present myself in service to thee. 
 
“Today is only one day in all the days that will ever be. But what will happen in all the other days 
that ever come can depend on what you do today.” - Insight of Ernest Hemingway 
 
It has been a long strange commit history to today, but the commit we ‘git’ today becomes the 
dependency graph for tomorrow’s project build success.  Yea, I’m a geek, bit freak, something of a 
nerd^2.  This geek has had ping-pong “Forrest Gump” like path through a “Silicon Valley” (TV Series) like 
work history, all in the mission of service.  My greatest insight is small commits (git commit), when 
communicated to the future properly (documented issue with discussion and feedback), can transform the 
world. 
 
The words of Mahatma Gandhi, “The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.” 
inspire me along with a quote from Cheryl A. Esplin “Service doesn’t have to be big and grandiose to be 
meaningful and make a difference.”  Service to an open mission works for me. 
 
During our audience, feel free to ask me about my infamous talk / rant “Triangles and Toilet-paper”.  That 
discussion, for better or worse, should yield insight into the potential value of my service to your mission. 
 
Being a geek, I am always eager to learn and serve.  System and network technologies are a special 
passion. Currently mobile applications (flutter), software defined networking (SDN) and various 
Continuous Integration / Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) automation are of special interest to me.  I 
would love to bring my passion for system development and networking into service of your customers 
projects. 
 
I am confident that my experience and professional networking skills will service your mission. I look 
forward to serving customers with you. 
 
In your service, 
Chris Trees 
 
 


